Poster Assignment
Goal

To create an at-a-glance view of the entire project that can be shared with other teams, students, faculty.
Draw Poster

FYI – you can create posters in powerpoint. In page setup,

** use a custom page size of 36” WIDTH and 48” LENGTH.

Also, see EXAMPLE powerpoint poster (and modify to create your poster)
POSTER FORMAT-1

1. The poster shall be 30.5” WIDTH x 40” LENGTH format.

2. The poster shall be in PORTRAIT mode.

3. TRY AND NOT HAVE BACKGROUND COLORS FOR THE ENTIRE POSTER OR FOR ENTIRE SECTIONS. THAT WASTES A LOT OF INK!

4. Teams are encouraged to be creative with the poster (I am trying to not over-prescribe the format – but the KEY elements described on the NEXT PAGE must be there).
POSTER FORMAT-2

The poster must have:

1. Proper identification (project name, team member names, class (Senior Design) Semester/year, etc)
2. Team Picture
3. Project Description + Actors and use cases
4. Key User Interfaces (screen sketches/snapshots)
5. Revised Block Diagram
6. A few Module interfaces descriptions
7. Key design decisions
8. Team-work/Project Lessons learnt
FYI – you can create posters in powerpoint. In page setup, use a custom page size of 36” width and 48” length. Also, see EXAMPLE powerpoint poster. Teams are encouraged to be creative with the poster.
Submission

1. SUBMIT THE POSTER (PPTX) AND ITS PDF VERSION on canvas.

2. I will get these printed.